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PORTABLE MINI BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
AVAILABLE NOW

- Suprisingly Rich JBL Original Pro Sound & Ultra-Compact Size
- New Distinctive Lifestyle Design
- 5 Hours of Playtime
- IP67 Waterproof & Dustproof
- Bluetooth V5.1
- USB-C Charging
- Vibrant Color Options

CLIP4
ULTRA-PORTABLE WATERPROOF SPEAKER
AVAILABLE ONLINE DECEMBER 2020
AVAILABLE RETAIL MARCH 2021

- Rich JBL Original Pro Sound
- Bold Style and Ultra-Portable Design
- Upgraded Integrated Carabiner
- IP67 Waterproof and Dustproof
- Wireless Bluetooth V5.1
- 10 Hours of Playtime
- Vibrant Color Options
**CHARGE 5**  $179.95

**PORTABLE WATERPROOF SPEAKER WITH POWERBANK**

**AVAILABLE APRIL 2021**

- Bold JBL Original Pro Sound
- 20 Hours of Playtime
- IP67 Waterproof and Dustproof
- Wireless Bluetooth V5.1
- Crank Up The Fun With PartyBoost
- Power Up With The Built-In Powerbank
- Vibrant Color Options

**XTREME 3**  $349.95

**PORTABLE WATERPROOF SPEAKER**

**AVAILABLE ONLINE NOVEMBER 2020**

**AVAILABLE RETAIL APRIL 2021**

- Massive JBL Original Pro Sound
- 15 Hours of Playtime
- IP67 Waterproof and Dustproof
- Wireless Bluetooth V5.1
- Crank Up The Fun With PartyBoost
- Power Up With The Built-In Powerbank
- Carry It Anywhere
PARTYBOX ON-THE-GO
PORTABLE PARTY SPEAKER WITH BUILT-IN LIGHTS AND WIRELESS MIC
AVAILABLE NOW (SELECT RETAILERS)

- Amazing JBL Original Pro Sound
- Synced Light Show
- JBL Wireless Microphone Included
- Advanced Performance Settings to Fine-Tune your Vocals
- IPX4 Splashproof Protection
- Convenient Shoulder Strap to Keep the Party Moving
- 6 Hours of Playtime
- True Wireless Stereo
- Plug and Play Mic & Guitar Inputs
- Wireless Bluetooth Streaming
- Plug-in your Playlist

MAP $299.95

PARTYBOX 310
PORTABLE PARTY SPEAKER WITH BUILT-IN LIGHTS AND POWERFUL JBL ORIGINAL PRO SOUND
AVAILABLE NOW

- Powerful JBL Original Pro Sound
- Synced Light Show
- 18 Hours of Playtime
- A Telescopic Handle and Built-In Wheels
- IPX4 Splashproof Protection
- Sound Effects Get The Party Started
- Control Your Music and Customize Light Shows With the JBL PartyBox App
- True Wireless Stereo
- Plug and Play Mic & Guitar Inputs
- Wireless Bluetooth Streaming
- Plug-in your Playlist

MAP $499.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
PBM100

WIRED DYNAMIC VOCAL MIC WITH CABLE

AVAILABLE NOW

- High Vocal Quality and JBL Original Pro Sound
- Plug and Play
- Cardioid Polar Pick-up Pattern
- Rugged Durable Design
- Wire Mesh Cap With Windscreen
- 4.5M Cable
- Best Performance With JBL PartyBox Speakers

MAP $49.95

WIRELESS MICROPHONE

WIRELESS TWO MICROPHONE SYSTEM

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 2021

- High Vocal Quality and JBL Original Pro Sound
- Rechargeable UHF Dual Channel Wireless Receiver
- Plug and Play
- Microphone Comes With Replaceable AA Batteries
- Best Performance With JBL PartyBox Speakers

MAP $99.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
BAR 5.0 MULTIBEAM

5.0 CHANNEL SOUND BAR WITH MULTIBEAM TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL DOLBY ATMOS

AVAILABLE MAY 2021

- Dolby Atmos and Multibeam Surround Sound
- Punchy Bass Without The Need For a Separate Subwoofer
- Chromecast Built-In, AirPlay and Alexa Multi-Room Music (MMR)
- Ultra HD 4K Pass-Through With Dolby Vision
- HDMI eARC
- Automatic Multibeam Calibration
- Multi-Room Possibilities
- Bluetooth Wireless Streaming
- Works With Voice Control

MAP $349.95

CITATION AMP 250

HIGH-FIDELITY STEREO STREAMING AMPLIFIER

AVAILABLE SPRING 2021

- 125 Watts Per Channel With ClearSound
- Low-Noise Amplification Technology
- HDMI ARC For TV Sound and Control
- Google Chromecast and Apple Airplay 2 Wireless Streaming
- Works With Citation Sub and Citation Surround For Multichannel Wireless Surround Sound
- Works With Control 4 and Crestron

MAP $599.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
ONYX STUDIO

7

MAP

$299.95

TRANSPORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WITH PREMIUM HANDLE AND STEREO SOUND

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 2021

- Superior Stereo Performance
- Elegant Design
- Wireless Bluetooth Streaming
- 8 Hours of Playtime
- Wireless Dual Sound

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
TOUR PRO+ TWS
TRUE WIRELESS IN-EAR NC HEADPHONES
MAY 2021
- Legendary JBL Pro Sound
- Up to 32+ Hours of Combined Playtime (8h + 24h)
- Adaptive Noise Cancelling
- Adaptive Ambient Aware & Talkthru
- Voice Clarity With 3-Mic Technology
- Dual Connect + Sync With Fast Pair
- Wireless Charging Case

MAP
$199.95

TOUR ONE
WIRELESS OVER-EAR NC HEADPHONES
MAY 2021
- Legendary JBL Pro Sound
- Up to 50 Hours of Music Playtime
- True Adaptive Noise-Cancelling
- Adaptive Ambient Aware & Talkthru
- 4-Mic Technology for Superior Call Quality
- Hi-Res Audio Certified

MAP
$299.95
CLUB PRO+ TWS
TRUE WIRELESS IN-EAR NC HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE NOW
- Legendary JBL Pro Sound
- Up to 24 Hours of Combined Playtime (6h + 18h)
- Adaptive Noise Cancelling
- Adaptive Ambient Aware & Talkthru
- Voice Clarity With 3-Mic Technology
- Dual Connect + Sync With Fast Pair
- Wireless Charging Case

LIVE PRO+ TWS
TRUE WIRELESS IN-EAR NC HEADPHONES
MARCH 2021
- Legendary JBL Pro Sound
- Up to 28 Hours Combined Playtime (7h + 21h)
- Adaptive Noise Cancelling
- Adaptive Ambient Aware & Talkthru
- Voice Clarity With 3-Mic Technology
- Dual Connect + Sync With Fast Pair
- Wireless Charging Case

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
LIVE FREE NC+ TWS
TRUE WIRELESS IN-EAR NC HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021

- Legendary JBL Pro Sound
- Up to 21 Hours of Playtime (7h + 14h)
- Adaptive Noise Cancelling
- Adaptive Ambient Aware & Talkthru
- Voice Clarity With 3-Mic Technology
- Dual Connect + Sync With Fast Pair
- Wireless Charging Case

MAP $149.95

LIVE 460 NC
WIRELESS ON-EAR NC HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021

- JBL Signature Sound
- Up to 40 Hours of Playtime
- Adaptive Noise Cancelling With Smart Ambient
- Get Help From Your Voice Assistant by Just Using Your Voice
- Hands-Free, Perfect Stereo Calls
- Multi-Point Connection
- Comfort-Fit Fabric Headband
- Auto Play and Pause
- Fast Pair

MAP $129.95
LIVE 660 NC
WIRELESS OVER-EAR NC HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021
- JBL Signature Sound
- Adaptive Noise Cancelling With Smart Ambient
- Get Help by Just Using Your Voice
- Up to 40 Hours of Playtime
- Hands-Free, Perfect Stereo Calls
- Multi-Point Connection
- Comfort-Fit Fabric Headband
- Auto Play and Pause
- Fast Pair
- My JBL Headphones App

MAP $199.95

TUNE 660 NC
WIRELESS ON-EAR NC HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021
- JBL Pure Bass Sound
- Up to 40 Hours of Playtime
- Hands-Free Calls and Voice Assistant Support
- Wireless Bluetooth Streaming
- Lightweight and Foldable Design
- Fast Pair

MAP $99.95
TUNE 510 BT
WIRELESS ON-EAR HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021
• JBL Pure Bass Sound
• Up to 40 Hours of Playtime
• Wireless Bluetooth 5.0 Streaming
• Multi-Point Connections
• Hands-Free Calls
• Ask Siri or Hey Google

MAP $49.95

ENDURANCE PEAK II
WATERPROOF TRUE WIRELESS IN-EAR SPORT HEADPHONES
AVAILABLE NOW
• JBL Pure Bass Sound
• Up to 30 Hours of Playtime (6h + 24h)
• Easy Access to Calls, Microphone, and Voice Assistant
• Comfort-Ergonomic Fit and Easy Control in Sweat and Water Proof Design
• Bluetooth

MAP $99.95
REFLECT MINI NC

WATERPROOF TRUE WIRELESS IN-EAR NC SPORT HEADPHONES

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2021

- JBL Signature Sound
- Up to 21 Hours of Playtime (7h + 14h)
- Active Noise Cancelling
- Smart Ambient
- Hands-Free Stereo Calls With Auto-Pause
- Dual Connect + Sync Technology
- Ear Fin for Secure Fit
- Multi AI Built In
- Waterproof With Reflective Accents

$149.95
ARENA X

ARENA-X FLAGSHIP 3 WAY HI-RES SPEAKER SYSTEM

AVAILABLE MAY 2021

- 3-Way Active Component System (No Crossover Block)
- Tweeter Based on Revel Performa Oval Special Wave Beryllium Tweeter Design Concept But With Revised Motor and Front Plate to Make It Thinner and Smaller. 40kHz Response
- New 3.5” Midrange With Sealed Pad
- 6-1/2” Carbon Fiber Woofer Cone
- DSP Active Crossover Point 250Hz, 1.8kHz With 24dB/Oct
- High Res Audio Certified

JBLSPKAXAM

MAP

$4999.95

ARENA

ARENA 6-1/2”(160MM) 2 WAY BE CAR COMPONENT SPEAKER SYSTEM

AVAILABLE MAY 2021

- 1”/25mm Beryllium Dome Tweeter With Natural Beryllium Color
- 40kHz Frequency Response
- 6-1/2” Carbon Fiber Woofer Cone
- 2-Way Bi-Ampable Crossover Network With Glass Top
- High Res Audio Certified

JBLSPKAR26BEAM

MAP

$1999.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
STADIUM SPEAKERS
HIGH RESOLUTION CAR AUDIO MULTI-ELEMENT SPEAKERS AND COMPONENT SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 2021
- High Res Audio Certified
- Components Systems Offer Option 3 way System Design
- Plus One Fiber Glass Cone

STADIUM SUBWOOFERS
HIGH PERFORMANCE STADIUM SERIES SUBWOOFERS
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021
- 8", 10" and 12" Long Throw Subwoofers
- Oversized Aero-Cooled Voice Coil
- Acoustically Dampened Glass Fiber Cone
- SSI 2 or 4ohm Selectable Impedance
- Includes Beauty Ring

JBLSPKSD192TAM
JBLSPKSD22SAM
JBLSPKSD32SAM
JBLSPKSD52CFAM
JBLSPKSD52FAM
JBLSPKSD62CFAM
JBLSPKSD62FAM
JBLSPKSD862CFAM
JBLSPKSD862FAM
JBLSPKSD962CAM
JBLSPKSD962MA

JBLSUBSD102SSIAM
JBLSUBSD122SSIAM
JBLSUBSD82SSIAM

MAP
$119.95 - $399.95

MAP
$249.95 - $269.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
STAGE SUBWOOFERS

VALUED ADDED PERFORMANCE SUBWOOFERS

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 2021

- 8", 10" and 12"
- 12" Offered in Single and Dual 4ohm Voice Coil
- High-Grade PP-Cone Design
- High Power Handling
- Reliable Performance

JBLSUBST102AM
JBLSUBST122AM
JBLSUBST122DAM
JBLSUBST802AM

MAP
$59.95 - $79.95

STAGE 1200D

DUAL PORTED / HIGH OUTPUT SUBWOOFER ENCLOSURE

AVAILABLE MARCH 2021

- Embroidered/Slot Ported Subwoofer Enclosure
- 1000w Max Power Handling
- Single Terminal Cup
- 2ohm Impedance at Terminal

JBLSUBST1200DAM

MAP
$229.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
**BASSPRO 8**

SLOT-PORTED POWERED 8" CAR SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

**AVAILABLE APRIL 2021**

- Built-in Class D 100 Watts RMS Amplifier
- Oversized Woofer Protection Bars
- Embroidered Slot Port Tuned Sub Enclosure

**MAP**

$229.95

---

**JBL BASSHUB**

11" SPARE TIRE PASSIVE SUBWOOFER

**AVAILABLE APRIL 2021**

- 600W RMS Power
- 2.5" Dual Voice Coil (4 Ohms per Voice Coil)
- Fiberglass Woofer Cone With Rubber Surround
- Space Saving Enclosed Big Power Subwoofer
- Plug-In Wiring Harness For Easy In and Out

**MAP**

$379.95

---

*Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.*
IN CAR SUB/PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SYSTEM
AVAILABLE NOW

- Powered Subwoofer When In Vehicle
- Wireless Full Range Bluetooth, When Portable
- Built-In Rechargeable Battery, With Target Run-Time of 6 to 8 Hours
- Internal BTL Amplifier
- USB for Charging Output
- IPX5 Rated
- JBL Connect

JBLSUBBPGOAM

MAP
$549.95

STAGE MARINE
VALUE HIGH PERFORMANCE MARINE SPEAKERS & SUBWOOFER
AVAILABLE APRIL 2021

- 6.5", 8" Coaxial and 10" Subwoofer
- Marine Grade/UV Protected
- Plus One Cone
- Striking New Marine White and Gun Metal Finish

JBLMARSPKST6WHTAM
JBLMARSPKST6GRYAM
JBLMARSPKST8WHTAM
JBLMARSPKST8GRYAM
JBLMARSUBST10WHTAM
JBLMARSUBST10GRYAM

MAP
$149.95 - $229.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
HIGH PERFORMANCE STADIUM MARINE SPEAKERS & SUBWOOFER
AVAILABLE APRIL 2021

• Plus One Woofer Cones
• Cone and Exterior LED Lighting
• Convertible Design on 8030 Model
• Subwoofer – SSI Selectable Impedance

JBLMARSPKSDGRY6520AM
JBLMARSPKSDGRY8030AM
JBLMARSUBSDGRY1000AM

MAP
$349.95 - $449.95
**BeTA COMPONENTS**

**BE SERIES 6-1/2" (160MM) 2 WAY CAR COMPONENT SPEAKER SYSTEM**

**AVAILABLE MAY 2021**

- 1”/25mm Beryllium Dome Tweeter With Natural Beryllium Color
- 40Hz Frequency Response
- 6-1/2” Carbon Fiber Woofer Cone
- 2-Way Bi-Ampable Crossover Network
- High Res Audio Certified

**MAP**

$1999.95

---

**KAPPA SPEAKERS**

**HIGH RESOLUTION MULTI-ELEMENT SPEAKERS AND COMPONENT SYSTEMS**

**AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 2021**

- High Res Audio Certified
- Components Systems Offer Option 3-way System Design
- Plus One Fiber Glass Cone
- Edge Driven Dome Tweeters

**INFSPPKKA203SAM**
**INFSPPKKA303SAM**
**INFSPPKKA463XFAM**
**INFSPPKKA503CFAM**
**INFSPPKKA53XFAM**
**INFSPPKKA603CFAM**
**INFSPPKKA63XFAM**
**INFSPPKKA683XFAM**
**INFSPPKKA693CAM**
**INFSPPKKA693MAM**
**INFSPPKKA753TAM**

**MAP**

$119.95 - $399.95

---

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.

KAPPA PERFECT COAXIAL SPEAKERS

COAX HARLEY DAVIDSON SPEAKER SYSTEM
AVAILABLE APRIL 2021

- Neodymium Magnet
- IPX5-Rated
- Convertible Design for Component Style Mounting
- Bi-Amp Design
- 600x Includes HD Speaker Grille Solutions
- 900x Includes HD Bag Template Spacer and Grille

INFSPPK600XAM
INFSPPK900XAM

MAP
$549.95 - $599.95

KAPPA SUBWOOFERS

HIGH PERFORMANCE SUBWOOFERS
AVAILABLE MARCH 2021

- 8", 10" and 12" Long Throw Subwoofers
- Oversized Aero-Cooled Voice Coil
- Acoustically Dampened Glass Fiber Cone
- SSI 2 or 4ohm Selectable Impedance
- Includes Beauty Ring

INFSUBKA103WDDSIAM
INFSUBKA123WDDSIAM
INFSUBKA83WDDSIAM

MAP
$249.95 - $269.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
DSP AMPLIFIER

4CH HIGH PERFORMANCE DSP

AVAILABLE NOW

- 4Ch High Performance DSP
- 31 Band DSP
- Subwoofer Output
- Option RBC (Remote Bass Control)
- Compact Design

INFDSP4425AM

MAP

$299.95

Prices may be changed at any time without further notice.
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